
These reading passages are leveled using the SMOG 
and Flesch Kincaid Grade Level. As with all things, this 

will be dependent on the background, prior 
knowledge and reading level of your students. Some 
will find it easier some will find it more difficult. So 
they are designed for you to use your professional 

judgement. ☺

There are other sets on the site as well. 
Find more free resources here:     https://makingenglishfun.com/portfolio/
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We had a lot of fun today. My dad has a new bike. It is not like my
bike. My bike has two wheels and one seat. It is just for me. This 

bike has two wheels but it has five seats! All my family can ride this 
bike. My dad and mum sit at the front. I sit in the middle. My sister 

and brother sit behind me. Can you see me? This bike is called a 
tandem. This means ‘’in front of each other’’. It is not easy to ride,

but it is lots of fun!!

98 words

What is special about the new bike?

_____________________________________________________________________

How many wheels does the bike have?

_____________________________________________________________________

What is the name of this type of bike?

_____________________________________________________________________

What colour t-shirt is the writer of the story wearing?

______________________________________________________________________

Read the information and then answer the questions.

Can you answer the questions in full sentences?
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Find more free resources here:     https://makingenglishfun.com/portfolio/ 101 words

What is another name for a volcano?

_____________________________________________________________________

What comes out of the top of the volcano?

_____________________________________________________________________

What does lava move like?

_____________________________________________________________________

Why do you think the lava (hot rock) is hot?

______________________________________________________________________

Read the passage then answer the questions.

Can you answer the questions in full sentences
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This is a volcano. People 
sometimes call it a fire mountain. 
There are a lot of volcanoes in 
the world.  Some are sleeping 
and some are awake. This one is
awake. When it is awake we say 
the volcano is active. This means 
hot rock comes out of the top. 
This can happen fast or slow. This 
rock is very very hot. It is called 
lava. This rock or lava moves like 
slow water. It can burn trees, 
forests and even houses. Some 
people know when a volcano is 
active. Then people can move 
out of the way and be safe. 
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I love all animals. I love big ones and small ones. I love short ones 
and tall ones. My favourite animal is in the picture. It is not big like 
an elephant. It is not tall like a giraffe. It can not run like a zebra. It 
can not swim like a turtle. It is small like me. It is very colourful. It

can fly like a bird but has four wings. It likes to drink from flowers. It 
has six long thin legs but it can not run very well. Do you know 

what it is? 

99 words

Which animal is the tallest?

_____________________________________________________________________

Which animal can swim?

_____________________________________________________________________

How many legs does their favourite animal have?

_____________________________________________________________________

Which animal is their favourite?

______________________________________________________________________

Read the story then answer the questions.

Can you answer the questions in full sentences?
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We are growing a flower in our garden. It is a very tall flower. It is called a 
sunflower. Can you see why? The top is big, round and yellow just like the 
sun. we have to give it water everyday and then we can watch it grow. My 

sunflower is the biggest. It will grow 8cm in one week. When it is very big it 
will be 4 metres tall! That is bigger than my dad! It will make seeds which 
we can put in the ground. Then we can grow sunflowers again next year. I 

hope I can grow an even bigger flower!! 

105 words

What is the name of the flower?

_____________________________________________________________________

How tall can a sunflower grow?

_____________________________________________________________________

What can they do with the seeds?

_____________________________________________________________________

Why is called a sunflower?

______________________________________________________________________

Can you answer the questions in full sentences?

Read the story then answer the questions.
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When does she swim in the sea?

_____________________________________________________________________

How many fish can you see?

_____________________________________________________________________

What is coral made of?
_____________________________________________________________________

Why doesn’t she want to go near the jellyfish?

______________________________________________________________________

Read the story then answer the questions.

Can you answer the questions in full sentences?
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I love to swim in the sea. On holiday I can swim in the sea every day.  
The water is very clear. I have a mask to see under the water. There 

are so many fish here. They are very fast and very colourful. I love to 
look at the coral. Coral is made of many many little animals. Fish like 
to live near them. We call it a coral reef. My mum took a photo with
me and the coral. There are jellyfish in the water. I don’t want to go 

near them!
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